
I had made a couple of previous trips to Colorado and each time came 
away with an addition to my ‘must climb’ bucket list. These eventually 
coalesced to form the agenda for Episode Eleven of Bill and Dom’s Excellent 
Adventures. Having overcome the first major hurdle: convincing Bill that 
there was any worthwhile state-side destination other than Yosemite. We 
arrived in Denver just before midnight. With afternoon thunderstorms 
forecasted and a need to get in some acclimatisation before heading up to 
climb on The Diamond on Longs Peak later in the week, we ventured into 
the Rocky Mountain National Park for an afternoon hit on Lumpy Ridge, set 
high above the tourist centre of Estes Park. About a one-hour walk gets you 
to The Book, probably the best of the crags along this granite escarpment, 
where we did the five-pitch classic 5.9 Loose Ends with the 5.10b variation 
of Visual Aids. This served to highlight a couple of important early lessons: 
Colorado grades are tough, and afternoon showers are to be expected. 

Long’s Peak, at 4,340m, is the highest in Rocky Mountain National Park 
(RMNP). It’s a shapely enough mountain and draws numerous hikers for the 
challenging ‘Keyhole Route’ to its summit, but it is the spectacular sheer 
cliff on its eastern flank which is the magnet for climbers. Ancient geological 
forces took a scalpel to the conical peak and cleaved a magnificent 1,000ft 
high wall; inevitably christened The Diamond and the iconic image of RMNP 
and of Colorado climbing. I first caught sight of this view on our family Big 
Trip about 15 years ago and The Diamond immediately cemented its place 
on my lifetime To Do list. The Casual Route features in Fifty Classic Climbs 
of North America and is the ‘most casual’ route up The Diamond. With eight 
pitches of HVS to E1 climbing it’s certainly not desperate, but all those 
pitches lie above or around 4,000m! 

The Diamond and The Black 
Dominic Oughton
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There are a couple of approaches and numerous strategies to access The 
Diamond. We chose to walk up to Chasm View and rappel (rap) down to The 
Broadway, the ledge at the base of the routes (our original plan being to 
bivvy here). After a quick recce at the RMNP visitors centre, we set off on 
our approach. It’s about 7 miles and 1,200m of ascent up a very well made 
and graded trail; just as well with sacks stuffed full of climbing and bivvy 
gear. The forecast was for typical RMNP weather: afternoon clouds building 
towards likely storms around 4pm. The Diamond came into view as we left 
the tree line, and sure enough an impressive electrical storm kicked off 
‘bang’ on schedule; luckily its centre passed a mile or so to our south so we 
only got damp, not drenched (or fried!). 

We’d planned to keep weight down by filling a 5-litre water container as 
near to our bivvy as possible, but got increasingly worried that we’d stuffed 
up and missed the last source. We chatted to a young couple heading down 
from their hike up the regular route to the summit. ‘You’re going to climb 
The Diamond – Jeeze!’ and they assured us there was running water at The 
Boulderfield, but offered to fill our drinking bottles from the couple of litres 
each they were now lugging unnecessarily down the hill; how nice was that! 
The Boulderfield is a real surprise as you encounter it above the somewhat 
barren slopes; a near-flat bowl of (you guessed it) boulders with streams 
trickling through and verdant pools, a sunny Shangri-la at 4,000m and an 
ideal bivvy spot for those hiking Long’s Peak. Spots are highly sought after 
and rationed by permit; one couple I spoke to had booked their place in 
March. We filled the water carrier and headed up towards Chasm View, with 
the altitude and extra weight really making themselves felt for the last few 
hundred metres of ascent. 

It was 6pm by the time we reached the Ridge (and rap point) overlooking 
Chasm Lake and The Diamond. We decided to exercise some good 
mountaineering judgment and bivvy there rather than make the three raps 
down to spend the night on The Broadway, figuring that a jammed rope this 
close to sunset could make for a miserable evening. There are a few flat 
bivvy spots on the north side of the ridge, with the added benefit of catching 
the last of the rays and enjoying spectacular views down to the Boulderfield; 
we settled in for what would have been a very comfortable night if it hadn’t 
been for a mini-disaster: in the final shuttling of loads to our bivvy, the 
water container had slipped out of the top of my sack and split. Swift action 
saved the last litre or so but left us with only a couple of litres for the 
evening, breakfast and the route. Time to go into camel-mode. Wrapped up 
warm, we retired for an early night.  

Bill sounded the 5am wakeup call and a procession of lights was already 
visible on the hiking route across the Boulderfield below. We were making 
the first of three 50m raps by 6am as dawn was approaching, but the 
magnificent sight of first light on The Diamond was somewhat offset by the 
pinpricks of torchlight making their way up North Chimney. It was looking 
like we’d have company and most likely be in a queue on The Casual Route. 
The rap points were pretty easy to find and reassuringly shiny and new, and 
the walk across the Broadway straightforward, so we were soon joining the 
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back of the ‘line’ at the foot of The Casual Route. Happily, the two teams 
ahead of us were both friendly and capable, so apart from a delayed 
departure and the occasional wait at stances we were barely held up, and 
the belay banter and conviviality more than made up for this. 

Pitch 1 is a bit of an introductory scramble, and Bill took over the lead 
on the thin 5.9 crack on Pitch 2. Pitch 3 is an easy but very airy 5.7 traverse 
which leads leftwards into the major corner system that is followed by 
pitches 4, 5 and 6. These are graded 5.8 (sustained VS/HVS) and allow 
speedy progress up to the foot of the 50m crux pitch 7. This could easily be 
a three-pitch classic in its own right. It starts with some great moves up thin 
parallel 5.9 cracks, before a heinous 5.8 squeeze chimney (normally I 
manage to contrive events so that Bill gets these – I must be going soft!). 
This in turn leads to the 5.10a crux; a bit of a boulder problem which would 
probably feel easy if it wasn’t at the end of a 50m pitch, after a thousand 
feet of climbing and well above the 4,000m contour. A stiff pull is required 
to arrive at the belay, where I was greeted with ‘nice work!’ from Ryan in 
the team ahead. 
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The final pitch traverses left again along the Table Ledge crack to reach 
the D7 rap route. This gets you back down to Broadway (and your sacks and 
bivvy gear in our case) and a further four raps take you down to Mills Glacier 
and the walk off via Chasm Lake. The first rap point is not obvious; you 
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follow a zigzag path down beneath the start of The Casual Route to end up 
at a triple bolt rap station about 100ft directly beneath the start of that 
route. You’ll find a shot on my blog to help you find it. This gets you down 
to a bit of slushy snow (no doubt a different proportion earlier in the season) 
and a morass of huge boulders which we totally failed to find a good way 
through. More flailing continued as we struggled to find a good route round 
the lake, though we were able to enjoy a fine last view of The Diamond (at 
least on this trip). Then just the 4 mile slog down to the Ranger Station 
(thankfully all downhill) and we were done. Time for some rehydration! That 
just left the minor faff of having to find a campground with some space on 
a Friday evening (try Meeker Park if you find yourself in the same situation) 
and put up tents etc. By the time we were ready to cook we’d lost the will 
and energy. A fine dining experience of ‘chips n dip’ washed down by a 
welcome beer saw us in our pits by about 9pm. A tiring 15 hour day, but 50% 
of the trip To-Do list was in the bag; having ticked The Diamond it was time 
to move on to The Black. 

The seven hours drive between the Rocky Mountain and Black Canyon of 
The Gunnison National Parks was only briefly interrupted by an encounter 
with one of the Gilpin County Sheriff’s finest (convivial verbal warning) and 
a brief stop at the appropriately-named No Name Wall (not a destination 
crag). The Black is a legendary adventure climbing destination; over 2,200ft 
deep and less than 1,000ft across. No other North American canyon 
combines the depth, narrowness, sheerness, and sombre countenance of the 
Black Canyon. It offers routes of up to 2,000ft on the third biggest walls in 
the US, with a strongly held trad/adventure ethic, on gneiss and pegmatite 
(a crystalline quartz rock), the quality of which varies from finest Lake 
District mountain rock to Gogarth Yellow Wall sketchiness. The climbing 
scene is centred on the North Rim campground, with just 13 sites and no 
services (only quarter of a mile in a direct line from the more developed 
South Rim, but that would involve a 2-hour drive!). Helen and I visited a few 
years ago and walked down to the base of the canyon, an adventure in itself, 
but didn’t get to climb. Hence the other half of my ‘To Do’ list involved ‘A 
route in The Black’. 

Perhaps the most remarkable thing about The Black is how such a huge 
gash in the earth’s crust can be completely invisible until you almost fall 
into it. Rolling lush hills give no hint of the chasm that awaits as you cross 
the National Park boundary, a couple of miles from the canyon. We arrived 
around lunchtime and were met with temperatures in the mid 30s and 
unbroken blue skies, with forecast of the same for a week and more. No risk 
of thunderstorms but hardly ideal climbing conditions; we’d be seeking out 
the shade! Fortunately, much of the most travelled climbing is centred on 
the two massive gullies which bound the campsite on either side: Cruise and 
SOB. These run down due south into the main canyon (which runs E-W) and 
so offer east and west facing walls with morning and afternoon shade 
respectively (unfortunately, the most spectacular wall – North Chasm View 
Wall, faces due south and gets full sun all day, but that’s a bridge to maybe 
cross later in the trip). 
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Looking to find shade and play ourselves in gently (The Black has a 
fearsome reputation and it’s usually best to calibrate these things yourself 
before getting carried away!) we headed down to do the classic Leisure – 
Summer combo, a 5 pitch 5.9+ on the short end of North Chasm View wall 
which overlooks Cruise Gully. Easily accessed in about 20 minutes with a 
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couple of tricky downclimbs and a couple of 50m raps (fixed lines currently 
in place), you immediately gain an appreciation of the scale and complexity 
of the rock architecture. The first two pitches are fairly straightforward 5.8s 
(about VS/HVS), but then you cross over onto Midsummer Night’s Dream for 
its excellent 3rd pitch, a huge corner with a series of small roofs to 
overcome. The remainder of the route is unremarkable, and we avoided the 
temptation of the direct finish, preferring to get back to the campsite for 
beers to celebrate our first route in The Black. But not before heading to 
the Ranger Station to cross our names off the board (you self-register for a 
permit before each climb and write your name and planned route on a 
whiteboard; we had the whole 14 mile canyon to ourselves!). 

For day two we switched sides for morning shade and headed back down 
Cruise Gully for Maiden Voyage which bounds the LHS of Checkerboard Wall. 
As the name suggests, this is a fairly ‘gentle’ (by Black standards) 5-pitch 
5.9, which represents the most popular intro to the climbing here for first 
time visitors. The first pitch is an overhanging off-width horror-show 
chimney, graded 5.7 which well illustrates the vagaries of the American 
grading system, and serves as a warning to take nothing for granted. 
Happily, it was Bill’s lead! We ran pitches together for the rest of the 
climbing; much more straightforward despite being graded 5.9, and had 
topped out on the exit ramp after a couple of hours. With the wall still 
enjoying the morning shade we decided to add in King Me, a 3 pitch 5.10 
which continues to the summit rim. This gets a ‘PG13’ rating for a bit of a 
runout on the 5.10 P1 but actually turned out to be the first pitch I’d felt 
fully comfortable leading. Flat holds and crimpy layaways lead up a stepped 
corner protected by small wires before a ‘Yellow Wall-esque’ traverse 
through roofs leads to easy ground. A couple more pitches up a huge corner 
system and that was our 2nd and 3rd routes in the Black in the bag. A long, 
hot afternoon of doing nothing beckoned, so I took a wander along the trail 
to the well-named Exclamation Point! OMG! as a young person might say. 
This filled the time nicely up to beer-o’clock, dinner and a nip down to the 
Chasm Rim Viewpoint to catch the sunset. 
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There was hardly anyone climbing in The Black; we only met two teams in 
four days, both from Ouray and both knew Gary Ryan. It says something about 
the closeness of the climbing community (or Gary’s fame). We met Brad and 
Stuart as they’d just climbed Comic Relief and they recommended it highly, 
with the ‘Lightning Bolt Crack’ variation – ‘looks just like London Wall’ 
commented Brad, who’d climbed in The Peak before emigrating. The route is 
accessed down the SOB Gully and starts closer to the river, taking 10 or so 
pitches to reach the rim, if you opt for the additional ‘Exit Route’ finish. 
Another morning shade option made for an earlyish start and we were making 
our way down the gully at 7.30am. You head down (straightforward territory – 
no raps or significant down climbing) until you see some polished pale rock on 
the left wall (just below the most obvious pegmatite band crossing the gully) 
to reach the scramble up to the initial belay ledge. The route starts up left of 
a huge boulder, then follows a 5.9 crack to reach a stance beneath the crux P2 
of the regular route: a 100ft beautiful 10b curving splitter crack. It certainly 
is an outstanding pitch, maybe E2 (and definitely 3*) with a thin couple of 
moves straight off the stance then sustained climbing thereafter. The views 
over to The Painted Wall are fabulous. Next comes a long corner to slab pitch 
to a stance beneath an Overhanging Black. We took the original route which 
traverses easily into the bottom of a hideous wide 5.9 corner; if I did the route 
again I’d give the 5.10 corner a go!  

Another pitch takes you to the ledge beneath The Lightning Bolt Crack. 
This does indeed look stupendous; steeper than London Wall but with much 
better jams by the look of it (and just the right size for my chubby fat 
fingers). 5.11c is somewhat above my usual US trad pay-grade, but I thought 
I’d give it a go. It translates to E4/5 according to the grade comparison 
charts, but top-end E3 might be fairer given the bomb-proof, though 
strenuously-won, protection. In any event, I was chuffed to pieces to get it 
clean! Bill got some great photos too, but sadly they won’t be appearing 
here (spoiler alert – read on…) Three hundred feet of pleasant easy angled 
simul-climbing (moving together roped-up) takes you to the top of the ridge 
line, from where you have the choice of a rap and then a grungy gully or 
three further pitches of 5.8ish climbing up the ridge line via The Escape 
Route. This is much more fun and brings you out within a few hundred 
metres of your tent and beer! 

We took a final nightcap at the North Chasm View Overlook, as had 
become our habit, and talked about what to do next. The obvious thing was 
The Scenic Cruise, directly beneath us (and starting about 2,000ft below!!!) 
We’d ummed and ahhed about having a go, and dismissed it as being just 
too hot: The route is in full sun from about 9am until 3pm and it was 34 °C 
in the shade; it would be a huge sufferfest. But then again, when would we 
get back to do it…? Buoyed by a good experience on Comic Relief, my 
confidence flattered by The Lightning Bolt Crack, and no doubt a few beers, 
we decided to give it a try. (‘Try’ presumes that you have the option of not 
succeeding –in fact escaping the route, once committed to the traversing 
pitches, would be problematic as there’s little fixed gear, and then you’d be 
faced with ‘The Walk of Shame’ back up The Cruise Gully.) 
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The Scenic Cruise is THE route to do in The Black (unless you are climbing 
into the Grade 12s) taking the 1,700ft North Chasm View Wall in a dozen or 
so crack and face pitches, with a couple of major traverses thrown in, which 
take the total climbing to around 2,000ft. It warrants a ‘commitment grade’ 
V, defined in The Black guidebook as: Dawn ’till dusk, fear of being 
benighted, glad I brought my headlamp, ‘Is it over yet?’ If you do the maths, 
you’ll work out that those are L-OOO-NG pitches, typically a full 60m rope 
length (the first one is a 100m simul-climb of what would probably be a 
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classic 4-pitch VS in The Pass). We bumped into the only other two climbers 
in The Park, Mason and Charlie (also from Ouray) and guess what? They were 
planning to do The Scenic Cruise too. No problem with crowds though, as 
they were going for a 3:15am start from the campground to minimise time 
in the sun. This sounded like bravado, but sure enough, I heard a distant 
alarm in the wee small hours, and a truck rumbled out bang on time. Good 
effort! Our alarm was set for 5am, with the aim of reaching the bottom of 
the raps (known territory for us from the previous couple of days) at first 
light, and then exploring the rest of the descent with a bit more 
illumination. We left the campsite at 5:45 to a star-lit sky; weird doing an 
‘Alpine start’ and then DESCENDING for 2,000ft! 

As we neared the foot of the route we caught sight of Mason’s head 
torch, and they seemed to be making good progress up the crux pitch 2 
(after the 100m simul-climb). Then we realised that they were on  pitch 2 
of The Cruise, the original but less popular variation that features a couple 
of major off width pitches. The Scenic version avoids these by going  out 
rightwards via some tough climbing of its own, but not so much WIDE! 
Anyway, it seemed like they realised their error at about the same time we 
did, and we all arrived at the same spot where the two routes diverge 
(Mason rapping down as I completed the 100m P1 simul-climb). We consoled 
them with the story of our own navigational mishap, doing the first four 
pitches of Sea of Dreams instead of North America Wall the previous year 
(see the 2018 Journal). 

We caught the guys up after a couple of pitches, and Mason and Charlie 
then made the very generous offer to let us lead through (maybe it was ‘be 
nice to old people day’ in Colorado?). Anyway, this left me embarking on the 
crux 5.10c pitch: a huge energy-sapping 60m stretch with a lot of sustained 
gnarly jamming and more than one tenuous move. I arrived at the belay 
completely spent, but also very pleased to have got it in the bag. The sun 
arrived shortly afterwards, and it was clear it was going to be a long hot 
day! The next pitch is widely held to be ‘the mental crux’; the dreaded 
Pegmatite Traverse. This heads through a band of quartzy rock before a 
testing swing leftwards onto a flake, with gear some way to one side; no 
bother for Bill of course. Pitch 5 is the final desperate pitch; another 60m 
rope and sinew-stretching 5.10c monster, with fun, steep, crimpy moves off 
the belay (probably the technical crux) followed by tough crack climbing to 
a roof. I went left round this (as does much of the chalk) but the guidebook 
suggests stepping right beneath the roof; that’s my excuse for grabbing a bit 
of gear to clip in extremis! Apart from that minor indiscretion, the pitch also 
saw Bill jettison his phone into the depths of The Black (he’d been taking a 
photo whilst I was trying to clip some gear, and the rest is history – as are 
the pictures of me on The Lightning Bolt Crack!). I was almost retching with 
the heat and effort by the time I reached the belay, which fortunately is a 
commodious ledge that would make a reasonably comfortable bivvy for two. 
It marks the halfway point of the route; about a thousand feet of climbing 
done and another thousand to go, but with probably the four hardest pitches 
in the bag we allowed ourselves time for a brief respite to enjoy the view.  
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There’s plenty more work to be done before a beer can be enjoyed, and 
the 5.8s and 5.9s aren’t giveaways, especially with the gnawing effects of 
cumulative tiredness and heat. Pitch 7 follows a funky flake chimney and 
pitch 8, ‘The second mental crux’, involves an exposed traverse followed by 
a really tricky couple of moves up a slabby wall protected by a distant bolt. 
Good effort Bill! It was around 3pm by the time the sun finally came off the 
wall, just in time to ease my grunting up the grungy short pitch 9 corner 
with a ridiculously hard move to enter it (5.9 my arse!). Bill then led the 
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huge traverse then crack of pitch 
10, leaving me with a final 5.8 
(which still packs a punch!) and we 
were topping out into the land of 
the horizontal, just a few metres 
from the tourist overlook where 
we’ve spent the last few evenings, 
and more importantly only a 
hundred metres away from the 
tents and beers! We nipped back to 
the campsite and brought a twelve-
pack plus chips (and some bottles of 
water) back to the top-out, to 
welcome Mason and Charlie to the 
finish. It turned out to be quite a 
day for making sacrifices to The 
Black; as well as Bill’s phone, Mason 
managed to jettison his backpack 
and Charlie shed a set of wires! 
Anyway, the offerings clearly 
appeased the Canyon as we all 
survived to tell the tale. A fabulous 
day out, and it was great to have 
such good company on such a 
testing route. 

With The Casual Route on The 
Diamond and The Scenic Cruise in 
The Black ticked off, we’d 
exceeded all expectations for the 
trip, but still had five days left 
before flying home. You know what 
they say about idle hands, so we set 
about extending our itinerary. Bill 
had never visited the desert 
climbing areas of the States, and 
while Utah would be a bit of a 
diversion, Colorado National 
Monument represents a pocket-
sized snapshot of all that’s unique 
about the area: sandstone, mesas 
and especially towers. It also 
happened to be on our route back 
to Denver. Sitting just west of 
Grand Junction, at the confluence 
of the Colorado and Gunnison 
rivers, we could just have jumped 
into the river and floated there.  
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The campaign to recognise and protect the area as a National Park was 
led by John Otto and on 4th July 1911, to celebrate his success, he 
‘engineered’ his way up the most prominent tower, which became 
Independence Monument. He used a combination of carved holds and rungs 
in drilled pockets; perhaps the most blatant chipping incident in climbing 
history, but the remains of this project leave behind a really fun 5-pitch 
5.8/9 to this spectacular summit. Just the kind of memorable but relaxed 
project we needed to wind down from the excitement of The Black. The 
walk-in takes about an hour, through wild-west landscapes passing grazing 
Big Horn sheep on a well-maintained trail. It was a tad warm though, just 
touching 100 °F, and we were thankful that Otto chose to carve his line up 
the shady side! The route follows natural corner and crack features 
supplemented with the odd drilled hole which now serves as a handhold or 
potentially a crafty gear placement. About a hundred metres up, the route 
jinks through ‘The Time Tunnel’ to ‘Lunchtime Ledge’ before the 
penultimate and probably crux pitch up a groove on chipped (but sandy!) 
holds. Thankfully there are three spanking new bolts protecting this section. 
This leads onto the ledge on the west summit ridge, from which you head 
for the top. The last pitch is spectacular and tremendous fun, with the final 
pull over the capping overhang actually being fairly stiff (but again 
protected by a couple of shiny bolts). The whole thing is maybe VS/HVS and 
definitely 3 Star. There’s even a summit book to write your name in (sadly 
it doesn’t date back to 1911 though), and of course 360 degree gobsmacking 
views. 

Heading east on our way back towards Denver, I scour the web for 
inspiration for a worthwhile objective for a Birthday Climb. Key criteria: 
memorable; challenging (but not TOO challenging); doable in half a day; 
shady or high (it’s heading for 100 °F again) and not too far to walk. We 
settle on Eldorado Canyon near Boulder; a legendary crag which should 
clearly be an essential stop on Bill’s ‘Best of Colorado’ climbing tour, and 
with the north-facing Bastille providing enough shade to make the 
temperature tolerable. As an added bonus, there’s a nice bit of symmetry: 
I’d climbed The Naked Edge in Eldorado Canyon with Mike Ryan on my 40th 
Birthday, and here I was exactly 15 years later, to climb Outer Space with 
Bill. Of course, we’re not the only ones seeking the shade on The Bastille, 
and we joined the queue (in the USA ‘line’) for the classic Bastille Crack 
with which Outer Space shares the first two pitches. The gleaming polish is 
a testament to its status as perhaps the most-climbed piece of rock in 
Colorado (but it’s a very fine route). 

Outer Space is a two-pitch top-out that initially follows a diagonal line 
of weakness up right to a ledge beneath the crux overhanging headwall. 
Lulled into a false sense of security by the 10.a grade, I soon ground to a 
halt at the first 5.9 crux: a very thin move to gain the diagonal. It’s nails, 
and the gear is a bit dodgy. I eventually sketched upwards, but this wasn’t 
in the script (later advice from a local suggests taking a parallel line to the 
right). This brought the second 5.10a crux to hand, which was ALSO nails! 
My tubby fat fingers wouldn’t go into the crucial fingerlock, and anyway I 
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wanted a piece of gear there. ‘It’s my party and I’ll cry if I want to’ drifted 
through my mind, before I finally ‘personed-up’ to get it done (removing the 
gear to free up the hold and using it with my ring and little fingers). I finally 
made it to the belay beneath the 5.10c crux overhang (with a bit of a 
reputation for fall potential), and sulked whilst contemplating escape 
options as I brought Bill up. By the time he arrived I’d at least summoned 
the mojo to give the crux a go. This turned out to be much more 
straightforward than the previous pitch, with good gear (though strenuously 
won) before a long reach to clip the inverted peg at the crux, then a bit of 
a pop to catch the obvious undercling. An easy but exhilarating move left, 
above great exposure, leads into a more steady groove and a fun sprint for 
the top via a tricky diagonal ramp and outrageous juggy huecos. What a 
pitch and what a route – stellar!!! 

With my Birthday-route in the bag, it was back down to earth with a 
bump; time to work out where we’re going to spend the night of Labour Day, 
the busiest day in the American outdoor calendar. The Internet throws up a 
bunch of campgrounds heading up in the direction of Nederland but every 
hopeful enquiry of each puzzled campground host yields the same response: 
‘We’re completely full – don’t you know it’s Labour Day Weekend? Good 
luck!’ Heading for our backstop of wild camping above Nederland, we figure 
that everything will look a lot better after beer and pizza. The Very Nice 
Brewing Company sounded like just the place. By the time I get back from 
the bar with beers, Bill is deep in conversation with a couple of locals. No, 
they didn’t have any suggestions for other campgrounds that we hadn’t 
tried, but we’d be very welcome to come and spend the evening at their 
place. How fantastically hospitable is that? We stocked up on some carry-
outs (it really IS a very nice brewery) and followed our new friends, Dan and 
Liz up to their home; a genuine log cabin in the hills above Nederland (which 
they share with Kona the dog and Lucy the cat). A hugely entertaining 
evening of beer, pizza, burgers, random music and increasingly random 
conversation followed before Bill and I crawled into our sleeping bags on the 
pull-out sofa; the comfiest bed we’d had in two weeks. 

I woke by chance in the middle of the night and looked out of the window 
to notice that the interior light of the car was on and the driver’s door was 
open. Strange, Bill must have missed it when he fetched his sleeping bag. 
Then I spotted the dark silhouette of a black bear casually opening the back 
door and sifting through our stuff in search of food. On its hind legs it was 
considerably taller than the roof of the car and I doubted the wisdom of a 
direct confrontation (headline in the Nederland Post: ‘Visiting Brit climber 
has head torn off by bear on birthday’). Luckily the car key fob had an extra 
emergency red button that sounds the horn and flashes the lights, and even 
more fortunately my slightly addled brain had the wherewithal to press it! 
Sure enough, the bear ambled off, and I summoned up the courage to go 
outside in the pitch black to assess the damage and secure the vehicle (I’ve 
never been so grateful for the flashlight app on my phone!) In fact all four 
doors were open, and a few bits of ransacked kit were spread around the 
car, but the only obvious collateral damage seemed to be a packet of 
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Starbursts (which our visitor had 
managed to open and empty with 
amazing dexterity). Morning 
dawned and Bill’s recollection of 
events could be summed up as 
‘Bear? What bear?’ A full survey 
showed no lasting damage beyond 
the aforementioned Starbursts and 
some dusty paw prints (how clever 
of Bill to leave the car unlocked 
rather than risk a bear tearing the 
doors off their hinges). 

For the final adventure of our 
Colorado trip we came up with the 
perfect objective for a sweltering 
hot Labour Day weekend. The 
South Face of The Petit Grepon is 
on one of the ‘Cathedral Spires’ in 
RMNP and is another tick in the 
historic climbing text Fifty Classic 
Climbs of North America. Not only 
is this an amenable route up to a 
memorable summit (and some high-
altitude chill), but we were lucky 
enough to get the last wilderness 
permit to bivvy so we’d got 
somewhere to sleep for our final 
night of the trip. 

The approach from the Glacier 
Gorge Trailhead is a highly 
recommended walk in its own right. 
The crowds soon thinned out a 
couple of miles up the trail and 
Loch Vale, around halfway, was an 
oasis of tranquillity. It only took a 
couple of hours in all to reach the 
beautiful bivvy spots beneath the 
crag, with all but the last mile 
being on a well-graded trail before 
a final steep haul alongside 
Timberline Falls to Lake of Glass 
and then on to Sky Pond. The views 
of The Cathedral Spires are 
magnificent, with the wedge-
shaped Petit Grepon in the centre, 
flanked on the left by The 
Sharkstooth and the right by The 
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Bill on the final pitch of Outer Space. 
                           Photo Dominic Oughton



Saber. After a delicious dinner of Chip ‘n Dip we settled in to watch the last 
of the alpenglow disappear and the stars emerge. 
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Bivvy beneath The Petit Grepon (centre).                      Photo Oughton collection
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Bill leading the initial dihedral.                                        Photo Dominic Oughton 



We set an alarm for an early start; not because we were expecting to 
take long over the climbing, but because of Internet forum posts warning of 
huge weekend queues on this, the most popular ‘Alpine’ route in The 
Rockies. We needn’t have worried about our bivvy companions; for some 
reason they’d made a 4am start and their headtorches were visible about 
half way up the route. We caught sight of more torches heading up the trail, 
so struck camp, stashing the bivvy gear in a tree out of reach of scavenging 
marmots, and headed up the last twenty minutes of scree to the base of the 
route. We arrived as a guide and his client, Rainbow and Andrew, were just 
gearing up (Rainbow was making his 15th ascent so at least we wouldn’t be 
getting lost) The guys very kindly waved us through at the commodious 
Second Terrace and we sped upwards, enjoying the efficient movement over 
solid and straightforward ground. Airy climbing up the final arete brings a 
lofty summit with stunning views down to Sky Pond. Just a couple of hours 
for eight pitches and 1,000ft of climbing; we’d clearly acclimatised to the 
altitude and for once the grading hadn’t been a sandbag (sustained Hard 
Severe climbing with maybe pitch 5 as a VS crux?). An outstandingly 
enjoyable route. Despite all the talk of queues, the four of us had the whole 
crag to ourselves! There’s even a bolted rap-route that takes you down in 
half a dozen double rope raps. Very considerate. 

Done and dusted before noon and time for a quick brew before re-joining 
the throngs on the way down. Ninety minutes later and the car aircon kicked 
in, providing some relief from the savage heat. The thermometer reading 
101F. Time for a beer and a burrito in Boulder. Next morning we were 
heading home and enjoyed yet another piece of good fortune: by some quirk 
of bucket-shop madness our ‘cheap seats’ on the overnight leg from JFK to 
Manchester were in PREMIUM. Champagne anyone? A fitting finale to a 
fabulous trip. Cheers! 
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